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1 Introduction
With the completion of the hot standby redundancy for atvise® which is currently the first in
pure Web technology, allows our customers new options in using atvise® scada. Here we
want to give a brief introduction of the general functions of the redundancy:
With atvise® as of the version 3.0 a hot standby redundancy can be configured between two
atvise ® servers.

There is always an operational and a non-operational server. They communicate via a
redundant network connection with each other. The active server handles the operation and
is basically the system which visualizes and controls. The passive server is running in
parallel, buffers current process data as well as their current states which the server receives
from the data sources, respectively from the active server. This ensures that in case of a
switch-over no data is lost because the passive server accesses - if necessary - the available
data. However, changes to the process image are adjusted continuously. In fact, if you
create a data point on the active server by using engineering tool atvise® builder, it is
automatically synchronized with the passive server.
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The system monitors the "health" of both computers as well as all their connections and
displays the actual state on the “vitality status”. The rating of the vitality status can be
configured in atvise® builder on a multitude of criteria such as network conditions, CPU
speed, efficiency of memory, etc. If you now wish to manually engage in the redundancy and
change the operation leading server, a so-called switch-over is initiated, which will be
executed under the condition that both servers have the same "vitality status". This is also
the criterion for a change between the servers a fail-over is initiated if the vitality status of the
operating server declines. Conversely the system changes back to its original state if the
vitality status of the originally operating server should have improved. An immediate fail-over
requires a total failure of the operating server.
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2 Glossary
The following terms are used below in the documentation:
Term

Definition

Primary, secondary

Describes the server role. In order for a redundancy operation to take
place, there must be always a primary and a secondary server instance.
NOTE: The names have nothing to do with prioritization! This role stays
always assigned to one definite server.

Redundancy mode

Describes the regular mode of the redundant system. The system behavior
is described in section 3.1.

Split mode

Mode which e.g. can be used for maintenance. The redundant mode is
disabled. The systems behavior of the split mode is described in section
3.2.

Activ

Operational state in redundant mode for the leading server.

Passiv

Operational state in redundant mode for the not leading server.

Sop

Operational state in split mode for the leading server.

(Split operational)
Snop

Operational state in split mode for the not leading server.

(Split not operational)

Vitality status

Describes the "health" of a server. The value 0 represents the best
possible value; the higher the value the worse the vitality status. The rating
for the vitality status can be configured in the atvise® builder. The various
options for configuring the vitality status are described in section 6.9.

Preferred position

Describes which server is declared „active“ in redundant mode, when both
server have the same vitality status. The value can be „primary“ or
„secondary“, wih which the preferred server is determined.

Switch-over

Causes a status switching between servers and is due to a planned
change of the preferred position. The currently active server is becoming
passive and the currently passive server switches to active. The system
behavior at a switch-over is described in section 3.1.2

Fail-over

Unplanned status switching between servers due to a vitality change in
status. The system behavior at a fail-over is described in section 3.1.3.

Sync connections

The addresses the atvise® server used for communication with each
other’s. It is mandatory to specify 2 connections. These are constantly
monitored by the servers. The first configured address is used as the
primary connection in a normal operating communication. If this primary
connection shuts down, the second address (secondary connection) will
get active.

Visu endpoints

Addresses over which the visualization of the atvise® Server can be
reached. At least one address per server must be specified. Alternatively
also, a second address can be specified. These connections to the server
are monitored by the visualization constantly.
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Redu

Synonym for „redundancy“

Visu

Synonym for „visualization“
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3 Operation mode
The atvise® redundancy differentiates between 2 modes. They are called redundant mode
and a split operation. The redundancy mode is used as normal operation mode. This means
the system is actually regarded as a redundant system. The split mode can be used if
maintenance on a server has to be performed or more changes to the currently running
application atvise® have to be made. In this mode, both servers act independently and do
not interfere with each other because the redundancy operation is canceled. Therefor the
operating server continues its leading role which still is working with the original version of
the application while you can carry out changes at the application level on the not operating
leading server.

3.1 Redundancy mode
In the redundancy mode there is always a passive and an active server as long as there is a
communication between the servers. The servers communicate constantly with each other
and exchange information and process data via this communication as well as the status of
the server.
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3.1.1

Operating / non operating serve

Depending on the status the servers show in the following points different behaviors:

No

description

active server

passive server

1

Reading process data

Reading process data from
the data source and write it
into the process image

Reads process data from the
data source without
processing them; but cashes
them in case of a switch-over
The process image is written
based on the data obtained
from the active server

2

Structural changes to
the process image
(creating nodes, create
new scripts, etc.)

Are created on the active
server

A taken over from the active
server

2

Access to the process
image

Full access

No write access

3

Historizing data

Historizes based on its own
process image

Historizes data based on the
data obtained from the active
server

4

Generating alarms

Generates alarms on the
base of its own process
image

Receives generated alarms
from the active server

server-side scripts

Are executed. Full access
to the process image

Are executed. However, no
write access to the process
image. webMI Method scripts
will not be executed

Access to the web
server

Normal access like atvise®
standalone server

5

6

Handling of

Very restricted access,
therefore no control possible

The active server manages the operation and is basically the server through which the
system is visualized and controlled. The passive server is running parallel, buffers data it
receives from data sources and constantly takes over the data of the active server. This
ensures that in case of a switch-over no data is lost as the passive server accesses than the
buffered data.
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3.1.2

Switch-over

A switch-over is initiated when both servers have the same vitality status and the operational
state of the non-preferred server is “active”.
start

delay:
5x timeout_switch-over

initiate switch-over

no

completed all
running processes
without timeout?

no
stop switch-over

active server =
prefered server

yes

yes

end of process

execute switch-over

redundancy status
switching between
primary und secondary

After the switch-over is initiated, a delay at the active server is initiated until all requirements
for a switch-over are met and the server is in "idle" mode. This means all internal processing
are discontinued on the "active" server such as executing server-side scripts. There is a
configurable time span for the period between the initiation of the switch-over and until the
“ide” state of the active server. This period is determined by the Node
"AGENT.REDUNDANCY.CONFIG.timeout_switch-over" and the default value of this period
is 2000ms. If the switch-over cannot be performed within the defined time period, the switchover is aborted and the system switches back to normal mode. This ensures that no data is
lost. A canceled switch-over is apparent in the serverlog as an error message. If a switchover is canceled the active server checks whether he has a preferred state or not. If this
condition is not set, the configured time-out for a switch-over will be waited for five times.
Then, the switch-over is initiated again. This process is repeated until the active server will
get the preferred position and a switch-over is no longer necessary or the switch-over is
carried out successfully.
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3.1.2.1 Ignore server scripts during a switch-over
Server side scripts are generally processed to completion during a switch-over in order to
avoid data loss. In the case of server side scripts with long duration it may however happen
that a switch-over can be not done at all or only very delayed. Server side scripts with a long
duration can be configured so that they are ignored when switching. Then the system is not
waiting for their finalization, they just continue to run. The procedure is as follows:
1. Open the respective script in the atvise®builder, which is to be canceled during a
switch- over.
2. Then choose „ edit meta data“.

3. Activate the checking box "ignored by switch-over" and close the dialog.

Attention: If the duration of the script exceeds the time-out of the switch-over, a
switch-over cannot be performed successfully. Therefore it should be ensured that
server side scripts have a maximum duration of about 200-300ms, if they are not to be
canceled during a switch-over.
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3.1.3

Fail-Over

A fail-over is performed:
When the vitality status of the active server is a higher value than the vitality status of
the passive server.
Procedure fail-over:
start

initiate switch-over

Switch-over
successfully within
the timeout?

no

forced redundancy status
switching between
primary and secondary

yes
redundancy status
switching between
primary and secondary

At the beginning of fail-over a switch-over is initiated. If the switch-over cannot be
successfully carried out within a fixed period of time, the status change between the servers
will
be
enforced.
This
time
period
can
be
set
by
the
node
"AGENT.REDUNDANCY.CONFIG.timeout_failover", the default value of this period is
1000ms.
Attention: There may be a loss of data, if the status changes between the servers must
be enforced!
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3.1.4

Communication between the servers

Changes to the process image in redundant mode are continuously replicated. That means
for example, if you create a node on the active server by using the atvise® builder, the
changes will be synchronized and taken over by the passive server. Additionally, the current
operating states are continuously transmitted between servers.

3.1.5

Behavior when communication is lost

If the communication has failed between the servers, the following occurs depending on the
status of the server:
Status

Behavior

Active

The active server detects that the passive server is unreachable and
remains active.

Passive

The passive server detects that the active server is unreachable and then
takes over the status "active".

That means, in case of lost communication both servers accept the „active“ status. The
visualization remains connected to the original active server.

3.1.6

Behavior if communication is restored

If in the redundancy mode the communication between the servers has failed and is
restored, then a replication (see chapter 0) takes place between the servers. It is decided
according to the following scheme, which server performs a replication:
start

primary server determined
preferred position and vital
status

no
primary Server =
preferred server?

replication secondary to primary
(S → P)

yes
replication primary to secondary
(P → S)
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By restoring the connection between the servers the configuration of the primary server is
always checked. This means that the Primary server determines the operational mode and
the preferred position when restoring the connection. Then it is decided with reference to the
preferred position which server performs the replication. The server with the preferred
position receives the status "active" while the other server status "passive" accepts and
before performing a replication.

3.1.7

Behavior when network connections fail

In the redundancy mode the system behaves as follows when network connections fail:
Connection failure between the two servers
Scenario

Active Server

Passive Server

only primary sync
connection no
longer available

communication is
automatically switched to
the secondary connection.

communication is automatically switched
to the secondary connection.

only secondary
sync connection is
no longer available

missing link is detected, missing link is detected, communication
communication continues continues
through
primary
sync
through
primary
sync connection. No reaction.
connection. No reaction.

both sync
connections no
longer available

no reaction.

server switches status "active".

Connection failure between web client and web server
Scenario

Connection to active server

Connection to passive
server

active connection to if a secondary connection is
the web server is no configured, the visualization switches
longer available
to that one. Otherwise, the overlay
"Waiting For Active Server" is brought
up. (See Chapter 9)

missing connection is
detected. No reaction.

Inactive connection missing connection is detected. No
to the web server is reaction.
no longer available
(if configured)

missing connection is
detected. No reaction.

Both connections to Overlay “Waiting For Active Server” is
the web server is no displayed.
longer available

no reaction
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3.1.8

Behavior at breakdown of a server

In redundant mode, the system behaves as follows when a server fails (for example, a power
failure):
scenario

description

active server fails

passive server status changes to „active“

passive server fails

the active server detects the failure, but it does not affect the
system, as the server is already active.

3.1.9

Locking in redundant mode

Following locking consists in redundant mode:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performing a switch-over during replication
Performing a fail-over during replication
Starting split mode during replication
Starting split mode during fail-over
Starting split mode during switch-over
Starting split mode, if preferred server has not the status active

3.2 Split mode
The split operation removes the redundant mode and can only be initiated manually by the
user himself. As long as there is a connection between the servers, there always is a server
with the status "sop" and a server with the status "snop". The sop Server is regarded as the
leading operational server. The status "sop" and "snop" are determined by the default
position of the server:
server

default
position

status

primary

primary

sop

primary

secondary

snop

secondary

primary

snop

secondary

secondary

sop

During split mode there is virtually no communication between the servers (except keepalive, status and preferred position), which means there is no synchronization of the process
image between servers. The most important differences compared with the redundancy
mode:
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No.

Description

1

Only a minimum of synchronization between servers and therefore no synchronous
databases, archives, etc.

2

No protection by a second redundant server.

3

Status sop/snop instead of active/passive

3.2.1

Behavior sop / snop server

Both server behave basically as atvise® standalone server, only in the following points the
servers behave differently depending on the state:
No.

description

sop server

snop server

1

access to the process image

full access

full access

2

structural changes to the
process image (creating
nodes, create new scripts,
etc.)

will be created by the
server itself but is not
synchronized with other
servers

will be created by the
server itself but is not
synchronized with other
servers

normal access possible

Via startHTML-file
forwarding to the sop
server. By entering into the
browser address bar
successful connection.
(see chapter 7).

3

connection build-up with the
web server

3.2.2

Behavior when communication is lost

When communication fails between the servers, both servers are running without changes in
split mode. The only difference is that now both servers at the same time can have the status
"sop" or "snop", if the preferred position is changed when communication is separated.
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3.2.3

Behavior when communication is restored

A comparison of the following parameters takes place if the communication between the
servers has been cancelled and is restored in split mode:
•
•

Status server
Preferred position

The procedure is according to the following scheme

start

primary server determined
preferred
position
and
operating mode

primary Server =
preferred server?

no

secondary: sop
primary: snop
preferred: secondary

yes
primary: sop
secondary snop
preferred: primary

At reconnection between the servers the preferred position is always determined by the
primary server. Then it is decided with reference to the preferred position which server the
status "sop" and which server the status "snop" receives.
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3.2.4

Behavior during transition to redundant mode

As with the transition from redundancy mode into the split mode, also the transition from the
split mode to redundant mode can only be performed by the user. In order to change from
split operation into redundancy mode with the two servers, at least a sync connection
between the servers must be available for the synchronization between the servers. This
procedure is according to the following scheme:

start

primary Status
sop?

no

replication secondary → primary
secondary: active
primary: passive

yes
Replication primary → secondary
primary: active
secondary: passive

vital status primary
= vital status
secondary?

no

yes

vital status primary
> vital status
secondary?

no

yes

secondary: active
primary: passive

primary: active
secondary: passive

no switch-over takes
place. Active- /
Passiveconstellation lasts

The server that will perform a replication is selected at the start. Thereby the server with the
status "snop" always performs a replication from the server with the status "sop". Thereafter
it is decided - based on the vitality status and with reference to the preferred state - which
server in redundancy mode will receive the status “active” and which server will be “passive”.
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3.2.5

Behavior when network connection fail

Servers behave in split operation in the following scenarios equal:
Lost connection between both server
Scenario

Behavior

Only primary sync connection is
no longer available

Lost connection is detected. No reaction.

Only secondary sync connection
is no longer available

Lost connection is detected. No reaction.

Both sync connections are no
longer available

Lost connection is detected. No reaction. No switching
between the operation modes is possible.

Lost connection between web client and web server
Scenario

Behavior

Active connection to web server
is no longer available

If a secondary connection is configured, the visualization
switches to that one. Otherwise „Connection Error“ overlay
is displayed (see chapter 0).

Inactive connection to web
server is no longer available (if
configured)

Lost connection is detected. No reaction.

Both sync connection to web
server are no longer available

„Connection Error“ overlay is displayed.
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4 Synchronous operation of the server
The communication between the servers ensures that the two servers can be operated
synchronously. The synchronous operation of the server is made possible by the following
processes:
•
•

Ongoing synchronization between the servers
Replication between the servers

4.1 Synchronization between the servers
During operation, there is an ongoing communication between the servers. Depending on the
mode the following items are synchronized:
Operation mode

What will be synchronized

redundancy mode process image, structural changes and current status of the server
split mode

system_splitmode and system_preferred (see chapter 0)

4.2 Comparison between the servers
In the course of a replication the replicating server copies the project (nodes.db) from the
current server, which is then launched. In a next step the system checks, if historical data
(archives) has to be replicated. If that is the case, the synchronization of the archives is
carried out in parallel with the ongoing operation.
Attention: During a replication between the servers no switch-over or fail-over can be
performed!
Any data is always transmitted from the active server to the passive server. In the following
cases, a replication is performed:
Situation
Booting the server

What will be synchronized
nodes.db + history (see chapter 5)

Restoring
communication
redundant mode

in nodes.db + history (see chapter 3.1.6)

Transition split mode → redundant nodes.db + history (see chapter 3.2.3)
mode
Manual activation by script

Optional full synchronization (nodes.db + History) or
only history

Attention: Please be aware which current status the server have before you trigger an
replication. A replication of the nodes.db means that the replicating server discards its
own nodes.db and replaces it with the nodes.db of the other server! The same applies
to historical data!
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4.2.1

Comparison of historical data

At the replication of the historized data the following has to be taken in consideration:
1. The file name of the archives is irrelevant when historizing data, because the
metadata is read from the archives and are not dependent on the file name.
Furthermore if one copies e. g. an archive and deletes the original, the historized data
is written into the copy as the corresponding metadata is found there. A atvise®
standalone server behaves the same way.
2. When replicating historized data (automatically or manually) only archive files are
taken in consideration, which are located in the "database" directory and are in
accordance with the archive configuration of the current project. This means that
archives, which are located in the "swapin" directory are not considered in an
replication.
3. The atvise® servers are checking their "database" directories only every 30 seconds
in order to detect changes to the file system. This means that if e.g. an archive in the
"database" directory on the passive server is deleted and this archive corresponds
with the archive configuration of the current project, and then within 30 seconds a
replication is performed, it may happen that this archive is not replicated.
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5 Booting the servers
During the booting sequence the roles of the servers are of great importance. The start
behavior of the servers is defined by the roles "primary" and "secondary" and their current
configuration. During the connection build-up between primary and secondary servers the
operating mode and the preferred position is determined by the primary server. If the server
starts in the split mode, no replication takes place. If the servers start in the redundancy
mode, it will be decided based on the items below, which server performs the replication:

prioritization

parameter

Behavior

1

operating time of
the server

The server with the minor duration adjusts itself
from the other server

2

preferred position

The non-preferred server replicates itself from the
preferred server.

Attention:
1. Always one primary and a secondary server must be present for a correct
behavior of the system!
2. The primary server determines the operating mode. This means e.g. if the
secondary server runs in the redundancy mode and the primary server starts in
split mode, both servers will move to split mode!
Appendix A lists the description of all possible startup scenarios and flow charts for the
starting behavior of a primary and a secondary server.
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6 Configuration of atvise® redundancy
The configuration of atvise® redundancy is setup in the following steps:
1. Hardware configuration
2. Configuration atserver.ini file
3. Configuration of the vitality status table (optional)

6.1 Requirements / restrictions
The following requirements and restrictions must be observed when operating the atvise®
redundancy:
Theme

Requirements / Restrictions
The following browse are released for atvise® redundancy:
•
•
•
•

Browser

•
•
•

Internet Explorer up to Version 11
Microsoft Edge up to Version 25.10586
Mozilla Firefox ESR up to Version 45
Google Chrome up to Version 49 (full support up to version
57.0.2987.133)
Google Chrome Mobile up to Version 49
Mozilla Firefox Mobile up to Version 45
Safari Mobile up to iOS Version 9.3

Attention: Only the current, for atvise® 3.1 approved version of
google chrome is fully supported by the atvise® redundancy. Other
browsers may need to perform a manual redirect after server state
change. Please contact our support for further information.
Use the login
methods Digest
and NTLM

Depending on the used browser, there are several limitations that must be
observed (see chapter 7.3)

Visu endpoints

All visu endpoints must be conforming to the same protocol. It can only be
either http or https protocol used.

Hardware

For the primary- and for the secondary server identical physical PCs must
be used concerning hardware and operating system.

Virtual Machines
and Linux

On request

Aggregates

atvise® aggregates other than "Sampled" are not supported in redundant
server configurations.

Network

The primary as well as the secondary server may not use any dynamic
IP-addresses for connections which are relevant for the atvise®
redundancy. Moreover, there must be a fixed pair of IP-address and port
for all connections available. This applies to any sync connections and for
visu endpoints of atvise® servers.
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Sync
connections

Mandatory two sync connections have to be installed. At least one of the
connections between the servers have to be dedicated (no switch, etc.)
and may also be used for synchronization between servers. The second
redundant connection must not necessarily be setup directly between the
servers.

Time
synchronization

Time synchronization (for example via NTP) between servers is a
prerequisite for the atvise® redundancy. The time difference between the
two servers must always be less than one second. Both servers have to
be in the same time zone. Connected data sources should also be time
synchronized with the atvise® servers, as this can result in particular
problems when historizing data. Information about limitations on
historizing data can be found in the atvise® help.

Name resolution

Hostname must be resolved either by DNS or by configuration of the
respective hosts file of the server. These are not resolved by the atvise®
Server.

License

For redundancy an own atvise® license is required and cannot be
operated with an atvise® 3.0 standard license.

Attention: A stable and well operating IT and network structure incl. the resolving of
the operating name is a prerequisite for a functioning atvise® redundancy. This
concerns the entire name resolving of host names and time synchronization between
the servers.
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6.2 Hardware
The hardware setup for the atvise ® redundancy requires the following minimum criteria:
•
•

•
•

2 server computers with atvise® redundancy license. Both have to be identical.
There are 2 sync connections between servers:
o A dedicated connection between the servers for the server-side
synchronization.
o The second redundant sync connection can be carried out arbitrarily.
There is at least one client-side connection per server, over which the visu endpoints
of the server can be reached. These connections can be setup arbitrarily.
The atvise® server are time-synchronized. (<1sec. time difference between the
servers).

Typical system requirements for a redundancy project (depending on the size of your project)
are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hard disk: up to 250GB (depending on project size / archiving)
Main memory: ab 4GB (depending on project size)
Resolution: up to 1920x1080 pixel (only relevant for the engineering and
visualization)
CPU: minimum 4 (virtual) cores
Network cards: minimum of 3 units Gigabit
Operation systems:
o Windows 7 (32-Bit and 64-Bit),
o Windows 8 (32-Bit and 64-Bit),
o Windows 10 (32-Bit and 64-Bit),
o Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-Bit)

The tested web browsers are listed on http://www.atvise.com under "System Requirements".
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6.3 Hardware configuration
The following configuration is an example of a possible hardware configuration:
web client
Win 7

192.168.52.*
(switch „visu“)

*.52.1

*.52.2
10.0.10.1 Sync1 10.0.10.2

primary server
atvise® v3.0
Win 10

10.0.20.1 Sync2 10.0.20.2

secondary server
atvise® v3.0
Win 10
*.51.2

*.51.1

192.168.51.*
(switch „data
source“)
*.51.3

Data source
NTP Server
Win 7

In this example, the "primary" and "secondary" server have 4 network adapters each to
connect to the data source, two separate connections for communication between servers
and a connection for the visualization. The web client is connected through a switch with both
visu endpoints of the server and can access the web servers of both systems. Another
example of a hardware configuration, see Appendix B.
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6.4 Configuration atserver.ini file
If a hardware configuration meets the minimum requirements of chapter 6.2, you can use the
atserver.ini configuration file for the configuration. This file is located in your project directory.
If you do not find a atserver.ini file in your project directory, you can create or insert it
yourself. To configure a server as atvise® redundant server, you need to add this to your
atserver.ini file:
[opcua]
;OPC UA-Port for the atvise® server.
;Default: 4840
;In redundancy mode there is another port to choose, as described below in primary and secondary
port=4844
[webaccess]
;Specifies the HTTP-Port of the atvise® web server “http1”. With „0“ this web server is deactivated
;Default: 80
;In redundant mode the same port to be chosen, as described below in primary_visu und
secondary_visu
httpport=84
;Begin of the redundancy configuration
[redu]
; Role of the server. Possible values: primary, secondary
role=Primary
;IP addresses and ports divided by comma under which the primary server can reach the secondary
server.
;Possible values: IP address: port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses the host names can be used.
primary=10.0.10.1:4844,10.0.20.1:4845
;IP addresses and ports divided by commas under which the secondary server can reach the primary
server.
;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses the host names can be used.
secondary=10.0.10.2:4844,10.0.20.2:4845
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the primary server.Possible values:
[<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>],[ <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma.
primary_visu=192.168.52.1:84
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the secondary server.
Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>][, <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
;at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma separately.
secondary_visu=192.168.52.2:84
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This atserver.ini configuration is an example of the network configuration from chapter 6.2.
With the [redu] section you advise the atvise® server that you want to configure the server as
redundant atvise® server. Then you can define the server role and the network interfaces of
your redundancy configuration with the following entries:

Parameter
role
primary

Definition
Role of the server
Two addresses at which the primary server is available for the secondary
server.
Attention: Please define different OPCUA port for the addresses

secondary

Two addresses at which the secondary server is available for the primary
server.
Attention: Please define different OPCUA port for the addresses
Address(es), where the primary web server is available for web clients. A
second address can optionally be given.

primary_visu

Attention: Please use for all items the same port. If the port is not
configured, port 80 is used by default.
At least an IP-address has to be stated. If a host name is added, then this
is in addition to the IP address - port numbers are optional. A second
connection with comma separation can be added.
Address(es), where the primary web server is available for web clients. A
second address can optionally be given.

Attention: Please use for all items the same port. If the port is not
secondary_visu configured, port 80 is used by default.
At least an IP-address has to be stated. If a host name is added, then this
is in addition to the IP address - port numbers are optional. A second
connection with comma separation can be added.
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6.4.1

Server role

With the parameter "role" the server's role is defined. This entry is the only entry that may
differ between the atserver.ini file of the primary server and the secondary server. The entry
can be set to the values "primary" and "secondary".
Attention: Always a server with the role primary and a server with the role secondary
have to be configured!

6.4.2

Configuration server addresses

With the entries of "primary" and "secondary" the server addresses are defined, which are
used for their communication.
Syntax for entries primary/secondary:
primary =[<hostname>[:<port>]][<ip>[:<port>]], [<hostname>[:<port>]][<ip>[:<port>]]
secondary =[<hostname>[:<port>]][<ip>[:<port>]], [<hostname>[:<port>]][<ip>[:<port>]]

You can choose between 2 types of configuration of the server addresses:
1. Server addresses would be specified with IP addresses:
primary=10.0.0.1:4844,10.0.10.1:4845
secondary=10.0.0.2:4844,10.0.10.2:4845

2. Server addresses would be specified with host names:
primary=Primary_sync1:4844,Primary_sync2:4845
secondary=Secondary_sync1:4844,Secondary_sync2:4845

Attention:
1. Different OPC UA ports must be used for server addresses 1 and 2 of the
server!
2. If host names are used, a corresponding name resolution must be provided!
(e.g. DNS or host files)!
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6.4.3

Configuration web server addresses

With „primary_visu“ and „secondary_visu“ the connection to the web server of each server is
defined. You can choose between one or two addresses.
Syntax for entries „primary_visu“ and „secondary_visu“:
primary_visu =[<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>],[<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
secondary_visu =[<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>],[<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]

When configuring the „primary_visu“ and „secondary_visu“ you can choose between two
types of configuration:
1. Web server addressees are be specified with IP addresses.
primary visu=192.168.52.1:84,192.168.53.1:84
secondary visu=192.168.52.2:84,192.168.53.2:84

2. Web server addressees are specified with a combination of host name +
corresponding IP-Address.
primary visu=Primary_visu1:84@192.168.52.1:84,Primary_visu2:84@192.168.53.1:84
secondary visu=Secondary_visu1:84@192.168.52.2:84,Secondary_visu2:84@192.168.53.2:84

It has to be noted that you at least state IP-addresses for the server addresses. Alternatively
you can use host names in combination with IP addresses.

Attention:
1. For all used addresses the same http port must be used!
2. If host names are used, a corresponding name resolution must be provided!
(e.g. DNS or host files)!
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6.5 Configuration of data sources
If there is a redundantly configured project an additional tab appears in the data source
dialog for „atvise® redundancy“. Within the configuration screen, the behavior of the data
source can be configured depending on the redundancy status of the server. The following
configuration options are available:

Configuration option

Function

In- / Output

Server has read and write access to the data source

Input

Server has only read access to the data source

Output

Server has write access to the data source

Monitored

Server only monitors the connection to the data source
but does not have access to their data.

Disabled

Server does not have access to the data source and does
not monitor the connection to the data source.
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6.6 Data structure redundancy nodes
After configuration of the atserver.ini file the servers can be started. This can be done via the
project panel or via the command line. Depending on how the servers are configured and
started, they can behave differently. The starting behavior of the server is described in
chapter 5 and in the attachment A. If the configuration has been finished properly and both
servers are launched, the following data structure in "my server" of the project tree of the
atvise® builders should be displayed:
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The data structure of "my server" is automatically imported into a atvise® project during
booting if the server is configured as redundant atvise® server. This data structure must
contain any redundant atvise® project, as it will not function without this data structure. If you
cannot find this data structure in your project, you should check the configuration in the
atserver.ini files.
Attention: An atvise® standalone server can also contain this data structure if this
server has been started with a project, which was once was operating with a
redundant atvise ® servers.
The "redundancy" directory under "my server" contains the following data structures:
•
•
•
•
•

CONFIG directory – Used for parameterization
METHODS directory – Includes atvise® redundancy methods
PRIMARY directory – Includes status and configuration nodes of the redundancy of the
primary server
SECONDARY directory – Includes status and configuration nodes of the redundancy of
the Secondary Server
For redundancy relevant nodes: These are described by the respective server. In
addition, they are mirrored in the Primary server in the PRIMARY directory and the
secondary server in the SECONDARY directory. The following nodes are exceptions:
o system_preferred
o system_splitmode
o system_switching_mission
These nodes are system-wide valid and therefore apply to the Primary and the
Secondary server.

The content and function of AGENT.REDUNDANCY directory are described in chapter 12.
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6.7 Checking the configuration
The correct configuration of a redundant atvise ® project can be checked as follows:
1. Open atvise® builders on both server.
2. Navigate to directory „REDUNDANZ.SECONDARY“ under „my server“ at primary
server.
3. Navigate to directory „REDUNDANZ.PRIMARY“ under „my server“ at secondary
server.
4. Check the following nodes in both directories:
• role
• status
• connection_status_network1
• connection_status_network2
• primary_network_1
• primary_network_2
• secondary_network_1
• secondary_network_2
• system_preferred
• sytsem_splitmode
These nodes may not have the status „bad server not connected“ and should contain
valid values that are consistent with the configuration of the file atserver.ini (see
chapter 0).
If the above steps have been successfully carried out, it can be assumed that the basic
structure of the redundant system is operational.

6.8 Scripts, alarm handling und historizing of redundancy nodes
The redundancy nodes in the REDUNDANCY folder and the interaction with the PRIMARY
and SECONDARY folder are described in chapter 12.
If such a node is to be historized, the archive must be parameterized exclusively on the node
in the REDUNDANCY Folder and not in the PRIMARY and SECONDARY-Folder. System
internally the nodes in the PRIMARY and SECONDARY-Folder are historized automatically.
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Example:
An archive parameter setting is on the node
„REDUNDANZ.connection_status_network1“.
If there are changes on this node at the primary-server, the node
„REDUNDANZ.PRIMARY.connection_status_network1“ of both server will be
historized.
If there are changes on the node at the secondary-server, the node „REDUNDANZ.
SECONDARY.connection_status_network1“ of both server will be historized.
If such a node would be alarm treated, the alarm has to be parametrized exclusively on the
node in the REDUNDANCY folder and not in the PRIMARY and SECONDARY folder.
System internally the alarms are generated for the nodes in the PRIMARY and
SECONDARY folder automatically.
Scripts which shall be triggered by such alarms, have to be parameterized explicitly. That
means, such a script is triggered by an alarm of the nodes in the PRIMARY and / or
SECONDARY-Folder, but never of an alarm from the REDUNDANCY Folder.

6.9 Vitality status table
The vitality status describes the „health“ of an atvise® server and is only relevant in
redundancy mode. The value is calculated in each case on the PRIMARY and SECONDARY
server where 0 represents the best possible value. The vitality status is only relevant in
redundant mode and has an effect on the current status of the server. The server with lowest
vitality state is given the status „active“. If the vitality state is equal, the preferred position will
decide which server will get the status „active“. The vitality status can be configured using the
vitality status table. Please see „server“ → „my server“ → „redundancy“ → “CONFIG“ →
double click on the node „vitality_table“:

When configuring the vitality status table the following restrictions apply:
•
•

Only nodes with numeric or boolean values can be used.
Nodes with negative numerical values are ignored.
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•

Floating point numbers are rounded.

Inside the editing window different conditions can be defined, which are included in the
calculation of the vitality state. The node AGENT.REDUNDANCY.vitality_userdefined is
already integrated as standard in the vitality status calculation. The configuration of the
nodes is described in the chapter 13. Following parameters can be defined in the vitality
status table as an entry:
Parameter
Address
From
To

Description
Specifies the address of the respective node.
Specifies the minimum limit of a value range.
Specifies the maximum limit of a value range.
Specifies the weighting of an entry. The vitality status of the server is
Evaluation
increased by the specified amount, if the specified condition is not fulfilled.
A distinction is made between the following conditions:
Address From To Evaluation


-

-

-





-





-













Datum: 15.03.2018

Status: Final

Type of condition
The value is taken directly from the node and
transferred into the vitality status calculation.
The vitality status will be increased by the value
„evaluation“, if the value of the node is >= „From“.
The vitality status will be increased by the value
„evaluation“, if the value of the node is <= „To“.
The vitality status of the value „evaluation“ will be
increased, if the value of the node is in the defined
value range. If the same value is specified for "From"
and "To", a fixed value for a node can be defined.
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Items which should be removed from the vital status table can be deleted in the following
way:
1. Right click on the desired line
2. Select "delete line" from the context menu
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7 Entering visualization
The visualization can be displayed in the following ways:
•
•

Input of the URL directly in the browser address bar
Using the startHTML file

A conscious user interaction is recognized when entering the URL into the browser address
bar. This makes an extended access partly possible. When using the start html file, however
only available URLs are requested.
Attention: If you are using host names, please be careful using the correct name
resolution!
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7.1 Entering URL directly into the browser address bar
7.1.1

Connecting in redundancy mode

The system behaves in redundant mode as follows:
start

URL = active
server visuendpoint 1 or 2?

no

URL = passive
server visuendpoint 1 or 2?

yes

no

end of process /
wrong URL

yes

no

URL = visuendpoint 1?

active server
visu-endpoint 1 or
2 available?

yes

no

yes

connection
visualization:
active
server
visu-endpoint 1

connection
visualization:
active
server
visu-endpoint 2

forwarding to
active
server
visu-endpoint 1
or 2

“waiting
for
active
server”
overlay
is
displayed

active server visuendpoint 1 or 2
available?

yes

If the URL of an active server is entered, a connection is immediately established and the
visualization will be displayed. If the URL of the passive server is entered, a redirection to the
visualization of the active server will be initiated, if the active server is available. If no visuendpoint of the active server is available, the overlay "Waiting For Active Server" appears.
This overlay remains until a visu-endpoint of the active server is available.
Attention: If the client has no connection to the requested URL, forwarding is not
possible!

Datum: 15.03.2018

Status: Final
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7.1.2

Connection split mode

System behaves in split mode as follows:

start

URL= Sop- or
Snop-server and
server available?

no

connection
error.
No
connection to
visualization

yes

URL = Sop-server
visu-endpoint
1 or 2?

no

„Snop Warning
Popup“
is
displayed

forward to Sopserver?

yes

yes

connection
to
visualization:
Sop-server visuendpoint 1 or 2

no

connection
to
visualization:
Snop-server
visu-endpoint 1 or
2
no

Sop-server
available?

yes
connection
to
visualization:
Sop-Server visuendpoint 1 or 2

“Connection
Error” Overlay is
displayed

If the URL of a Sop server is entered, a connection is immediately established and the
visualization will be displayed. If the URL of a Snop server is entered, a warning is issued,
that you are connecting to a Snop server. The alert enables forwarding to the process
leading Sop server. If the warning is ignored, the connection is established to the
visualization of Snop server.
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7.2 Using startHTML file
The startHTML file is delivered within the atvise® setup and can be used to always establish
automatically a connection to an available server. After completing the configuration of the
file, it can be run on the respective client.

7.2.1

Configuration

In order to configure the startHTML file, please open the file in a text editor of your choice
and look for the following code section:
var serverlist = [
'http://192.168.192.58.1',
'http://192.168.192.59.1',
'http://192.168.192.58.2',
'http://192.168.192.59.2',
];

The variable "server list" contains an array of the visu-endpoints
of the server. These can be specified within the array. Please
take care that the URLs are entered completely and correctly.
The order of entries has no importance.

Attention: Please use in the server list either IP addresses or host names!

7.2.2

Functionality

The startHTML file acts in the following way:
1. A request to all registered URLs in the server list will be sent.
2. The URL which first sends a response is used to establish the connection.
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7.2.3

Connection
start

no

active/Sop server
URL?

passive/Snop
server URL?

yes

no

yes

no
URL = endpoint 1?

active/Sop server
visu-endpoint 1 or
2 available?

yes

no

yes

connection
visualization:
active/Sop
server
visuendpoint 1

connection
visualization:
active/Sop
server
visuendpoint 2

forwarding
active/Sop
server
visuendpoint 1 or 2

“connecting
to
server” Overlay is
displayed

active/Sop server
visu-endpoint 1 or
2 available?

yes

If the startHTML-Datei establishes a connection with the URL of the active/Sop servers, the
visualization is then displayed under the indicated connection. If a URL of the passive / Snop
server is requested, it will be redirected to the active / Sop server, if the server is available. In
the case the active / Sop server is unavailable for the client, an overlay "Waiting for Active
Server" will be displayed or the overlay "Connection Error" will remain active until a URL of
the active / Sop server is available.
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7.3 Using login methods Digest and NTLM
The following has to be taken into consideration when using the logion methods „NTLM“ and
„Digest“:

Browser

Version

Server on a different computer (redu mode)
http

https
2)

IE

11

Yes

Yes

Edge

25.1

Yes 1)

Yes 1) 2)

Firefox

ESR 45.0.1

Yes 1)

Yes 1) 2)

Chrome

49.0.2623.112 m

Yes

Yes 1)

Chrome
Mobile

49.0

Yes 1)

No

Firefox
Mobile

45.0.2

Yes 1)

No

Safari
Mobile

iOS 9.3.1

No

No

Attention: When using redundant atvise® server either http or https is possible, not
both at the same time, as only one port can be specified!
1)

Every visu-endpoint must be called explicitly and every time you have to login as requested
(up to 4 times manual authentication)
2)

If the certificates are not valid, every visu-endpoint must be called explicitly once and the
certificate has to be confirmed. In Microsoft Edge this must be done in the same tab.
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8 Behavior of visualization during operation
The behavior of the visualization during operation is significantly influenced by the SameOrigin-Policy and how the visualization was initiated (startHTML or by input into the browser
address bar directly. See Chapter 7).

8.1 Cross-origin Resource Sharing (CORS)
By using CORS it is possible to request content across domains from another web server.
This is implemented and delivered as part of the web server.

8.2 Same-Origin-Policy (SOPol)
The Same-Origin-Policy is a security concept which prohibits client-side script languages
such as Javascript to access web pages with a different origin. The origin of a web site is
defined by the following aspects:
•
•
•
8.2.1

Protocol
Domain
Port
Importance for atvise® redundancy

The Same-Origin-Policy must be considered in the atvise® redundancy if after a switch-over
or after a fail-over a seamless transition of the visualization shall be facilitated.
Example A:
visu-endpoint primary server: http://primary1.certec.at:80
visu-endpoint secondary server: http://secondary1.mycompany.at:84
In this example, the primary server currently is in the status "active". The loaded display has
therefore the origin http://primary1.certec.at:80. If now a switch-over or a fail-over is initiated,
the respective client will receive process data from the secondary server with the origin
http://secondary1.mycompany.at:84. If then a screen change is executed, the Same-OriginPolicy becomes effective and prevents the access to the newly requested display. The
reason for this is that the current HTML document with the origin http://primary1.certec.at:80
requests access to a document with the origin http://secondary1.mycompany.at:84 , which is
due to the Same-Origin-Policy not allowed. Following violates the Same-Origin-Policy:
•
•

Using different domains
Using different ports
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Example B:
visu-endpoint primary Server: http://primary1.certec.at:84
visu-endpoint secondary Server: http://secondary1.certec.at:84
In this example, the primary server currently is in the status "active". The loaded display has
therefore the origin http://primary1.certec.at:84. If now a switch-over or a fail-over is initiated,
the respective client will receive process data from the secondary server with the origin
http://secondary1.certec.at:84. In this case the display change does not trigger the SameOrigin-Policy because protocol, domain and port of the visu-endpoints are the same.
8.2.2

Configuration of visu-endpoints

When configuring the visu-endpoints in compliance with the Same-Origin-Policy, the
following must be taken into consideration:
•
•
•
•

Using the same protocol (e.g. http)
Using the same domain (e.g. certec.at)
Using the same port (e.g. 84)
Server address must consist of 3 parts (protocol + host name + domain)

First the setup of a URL has to be examined:
protocol

domain

URL: http://primary1.certec.at:84
host name

port

A URL consists of following:
•
•

•
•

Protocol: When using atvise® redundancy http or https can be used as protocol.
Host name: Start of the server address. When using the atvise® redundancy the host
name must consist of only one single part. This part of the URL can be different from
the other URLs, without violating the Same-Origin-Policy.
Domain: End of the server address. It must consist of two parts. The domain of
different URLs must be the same, this means the Same-Origin-Policy is not violating.
Port: Specifies the to be used http- or the https-port of the URL. The port of different
URLs must be the same, in order not to violate the Same-Origin-Policy. The port of a
URL can be specified as an option. If no port is specified, the standard port 80 will be
chosen.

Attention: If IP addresses are used when configuring the visu-endpoints, this is not
compliant to the Same-Origin-Policy as in this case no domain can be set up! The
visualization is however redirected accordingly.
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8.3 Behavior of visualization if SOPol is respected
Scenario

Description

Active connection to the active/Sopserver is lost

Automatically the communication is switched to
the remaining connection at the same server. This
switching is taken place without any reload of the
visualization that means the last displayed screen
is still shown. If no redundant connection is
available, „Waiting for Active Server“ or „Standard
Error“ will be displayed (see chapter 0).

Both connection to the active/Sopserver are lost

“Waiting For Active Server” / “Connection Error”
overlay is displayed (see chapter 0).

Switch-over / Fail-over

Automatically the communication is switched to
the others server. This switching is done without
any reload of the visualization that means the last
displayed screen is still shown.

8.4 Behavior of visualization if SOPol is not respected
Scenario

Description

Active connection to the active/Sopserver is lost

The switch-over to the remaining connection on
the same server is made by a reload of the
visualization. That means, after a switch-over the
main screen is displayed. This type of switch-over
is displayed in the visualization with the pop-up
„Redundancy State Changed“. If no redundant
connection is available, it will be displayed
"Waiting For Active Server" / "Connection Error"
overlay (see chapter. 9).

Both connection to the active/Sopserver are lost

“Waiting For Active Server” / “Connection Error”
overlay is displayed (see chapter 0).

Switch-over / Fail-over

The switch-over to the other server is made by a
reload of the visualization. That means, after a
switch-over the main screen is displayed. This
type of switch-over is displayed in the visualization
with the pop-up „Redundancy State Changed“.
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9 Overlays and Popups
In this chapter it is described which displays and pop-ups may appear in the visualization of a
redundant atvise® project.
The popups only appear, if one of the TOP displays supplied with atvise is used. If a
customer project uses its own TOP display, following code snipped must be inserted in the
TOP display. If a project doesn't use a TOP display at all, the following code snippet must be
inserted in every display for the popups to be displayed:
var reduinfoInitialized = false;
webMI.addEvent(webMI.data, "serverstatechange", function(e) {
if (reduinfoInitialized)
return;
reduinfoInitialized = true;
webMI.callExtension("SYSTEM.LIBRARY.ATVISE.QUICKDYNAMICS.Redundancy
PopUp",
{"display":"SYSTEM.LIBRARY.ATVISE.OBJECTDISPLAYS.Standard.redundancy.warnin
g_dialog"});
});

9.1 „Waiting For Active Server“ Overlay
In the redundant mode this overlay will be displayed, if there is no connection to the active
server.

If this overlay is displayed, following steps have to be done to restore the connection to the
visualization:
•

Restoring the physical connection to the active server
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•

•

If a connection to the passive server is available, a switch-over can be executed. Now
the passive server gets the status „active“ and can be reached through the
visualization. The switch over will only be executable, if the server has been started in
console mode (command: „redu prefer switch”). It may be possible, that the
visualization reaches the active server through a different connection, that allows to
initiate a switch over.
Furthermore a script (for example menu script) in the atvise builder can be applied,
which activates the script for the switch over ("Redundancy.SetPreferred").
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9.2

„Connection Error“ Overlay

In split mode this overlay will be displayed, if there is no communication to the last connected
server anymore.

If this overlay is displayed, a connection to the server must be restored, which has had the
connection to the visualization before.

9.3 „Redundancy State Changed“ Pop-up
This pop-up is displayed, if the specified addresses of the visu-endpoints do not fulfill the
requirements of the SOPol (see chapter 8.2) and also indicates a connecting to the next
available visu-endpoint, in order not to violate the SOPol.
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9.4 „Connected to Snop“ Pop-up
This popup indicates a warning that you are currently connected to the Snop-server. This
Popup offers the option to redirect to the Sop-server. The pop-up only appears, if the
startHTML-fie has not been used.

9.5

„Sop Reload“ Pop-up

This pop-up is displayed, if the visualization is in split mode with connection to the Snopserver and a change of the preferred position it is carried out. In this case, the snob server
changes to the Sop server. If you have made changes to the visualization and you want to
see them, you can start a reload by using the pop-up.
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10 Redundancy status display
The redundancy status display is automatically imported into your project if a atvise® server
has been configured as a redundant server and includes the following functionality:
•

•
•

Monitoring of all relevant connection states:
o Sync connections
o Connections on the client-side
o Vitality state
o Data sources
Change the preferred position
Switching between redundant mode and split mode

In the case of a redundancy configuration, the redundancy status display can be reached by
default over the main menu display, if you click on the button in the lower right corner on the
main menu display.

Further information on the redundancy status display can be found in the atvise® help
documentation.
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11 Status information by working with the atvise® builder
11.1 Redundancy status pop-up
If you connect to a redundant atvise® server or a change of status has taken place in the
redundant system, the pop-up will be displayed. The pop-up contains information about the
current redundancy status of the connected server.

11.2 Status information in the header
In the header of the open atvise ® builder window some information about the role and the
current redundancy status of a redundant atvise ® server can be found.
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12 Redundancy nodes
If the atserver.ini-file is configured correctly, the following data structure should be setup in
an atvise® 3.0 project:

parameterization

redundancy
status
and
configuration nodes of the
primary server

redundancy
status
and
configuration
nodes
secondary server

redundancy
status
and
configuration nodes of the local
servers + 3 (marked) systemwide nodes
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The redundancy directory under "my server" contains all information relevant for the atvise®
redundancy nodes. All redundancy-specific nodes included in this folder directly, refer to the
local server. These are mirrored at the primary server into the "PRIMARY" folder and at the
secondary server into the "SECONDARY" folder. The following table summarizes this
constellation:
Folder at the primary-server
REDUNDANCY
REDUNDANCY.PRIMARY

redundancy specific nodes of the primary servers
mirror (= permanent current copy) of the
REDUNDANCY folder
REDUNDANCY.SECONDARY REDUNDANCY folder of the secondary server (being
sent by the secondary server to the primary server)
Folder at the secondary-server
REDUNDANZ
REDUNDANZ.PRIMARY

redundancy specific nodes of the secondary servers
REDUNDANZ folder of the primary server (being sent
by the primary server to the secondary server)
mirror (= permanent current copy) of the
REDUNDANZ folder

REDUNDANZ.SECONDARY

The directory includes the following nodes:
Nodes name

Description

Folder „CONFIG“

Includes redundancy specific configuration nodes

Folder „PRIMARY“

Includes status and configuration nodes of the primary
server.

Folder „SECONDARY“

Includes status and configuration nodes of the secondary
server.

alarm_flow

Displays the blocking status of the alarm module when a
status switching between the servers is initiated. Possible
values:
•
•
•
•
•

connection_status_network1

Displays the current connection status of the first sync
connection. Possible values:
•
•

connection_status_network2

Connected
Not Connected

Displays the current connection status of the second sync
connection. Possible values:
•
•

Datum: 15.03.2018
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primary_network1

Contains the address of the first parameterized connection
between the server, where the secondary server can reach
the primary server.

primary_network2

Contains the address of the second parameterized
connection between the server, where the secondary server
can reach the primary server.

primary_visu_network1

The address of the first parameterized connection where
web clients are being able to build up a connection to the
primary server.

primary_visu_network2

The address of the second parameterized connection where
web clients are being able to build up a connection to the
primary server.

replication_status

Displays the current status of a replication. Possible values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

role

Ready
Resigned
Resigned History
Replication Requested
History Replication Requested
Replicating S->P
Replicating P->S
Replicating ?->?
Replicating History S->P
Replicating History P->S
Replicating History ?->?
Undefined

Displays the role the server. Possible values:
•
•

Primary
Secondary

secondary_network1

Contains the address of the first parameterized connection
between the server, where the primary server can reach the
secondary server.

secondary_network2

Contains the address of the second parameterized
connection between the server, where the primary server
can reach the secondary server.

secondary_visu_network1

The address of the first parameterized connection where
web clients are being able to build up a connection to the
secondary server.

secondary_visu_network2

The address of the second parameterized connection where
web clients are being able to build up a connection to the
secondary server.

status

Displays the operating status of the server. Possible values:
•
•
•

Datum: 15.03.2018
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•
switching_status

Snop

Displays the current status of the redundancy switching
status. Possible values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

system_preferred

Ready
Resigned
Abort
Aborting
Aborted
Initialize
Listen
Prepare
Timeout
Prepared
Switch
Switched
Complete
Completed
Undefined

Displays which server is in preferred position. Possible
values:
•
•

Primary
Secondary

Write access only via method. Applies system wide and is
not available in the primary folder and in the secondary
folder.
system_splitmode

Displays if split mode is active or not. Possible values:
•
•

true: split mode active
false: redundant mode active

Write access only via method. Applies system wide and is
not available in the primary folder and in the secondary
folder.

system_switching_mission

Internal command node through which a switch-over or a
fail-over is initiated. Applies system wide and is not available
in the primary folder and in the secondary folder.

vitality_status

Displays the calculated vitality status of the server.

vitality_userdefined

User defined vitality status which will be entered in the
vitality status calculation per default. Write access only via
method.
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12.1 Parameterization
Following nodes for parameter setting - please see „my server“  „redundancy“ 
„CONFIG“:
Nodes name

Description

timeout_failover

Timeout in ms, within a switch-over has to be completed,
initiated by fail-over. Default value: 1000ms.

timeout_replicate_nodes

Timeout in ms, within a replication of the nodes.db has to be
completed. Default value: 9000ms

timeout_switchover

Timeout in ms, within a switch-over has to be completed
successfully. Default value: 2000ms

vitality_table

Includes configuring the vitality status table. (see chapter 6.9)

12.2 „PRIMARY“/„SECONDARY“ folder
In „PRIMARY“ folder or in „SECONDARY“ folder the following nodes are available:
Nodes name

Description

Folder „DATASOURCES“

All existing status and configuration nodes of all data
sources

Folder „INFORMATION“

Includes various internal and user-defined nodes

Folder „OPCUA“

Includes information about URL of the atvise® servers

Folder „WEBACCESS“

Includes status nodes of the web server

alarm_flow
connection_status_network1
connection_status_network2
primary_network1
primary_network2
primary_visu_network1
primary_visu_network2
replication_status

Please see table in chapter 0

role
secondary_network1
secondary_network2
secondary_visu_network1
secondary_visu_network2
status
switching_status
Datum: 15.03.2018
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system_preferred

In this folder is not available.

system_splitmode

In this folder is not available.

system_switching_mission

In this folder is not available.

vitality_status

Please see table in chapter 0

vitality_userdefined
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12.2.1 Subfolder „DATASOURCE“
All relevant nodes of the atvise® redundancy are located in the subfolder "DATASOURCE",
which refer to the data source connections of the redundant atvise® server. These are all
status- and configuration nodes of applied data sources. This subfolder can only be found in
the primary- and secondary folder of the redundancy directory. Following set of nodes are
created for each configured data source in the subfolder "DATASOURCE":
Node name

Description
This folder contains nodes, which are mainly required for the
data source redundancy. This folder is also created for a
single data source.

Redundancy

Displays the connection status of the source URL. Possible
values:

connected

•
•

true
false

Detailed connection status of the source URL. Possible
values when connected to the data source:
•
•
•

connection_status

Connected
SubscriptionPending
Connected: pending … mirror inputs(s) to connect

Possible values at non existing connection to the data
source:
•
•
•

NotConnected
ConnectionError
LostConnection

namespace_array

Includes information on the used name space for the data
source connection.

revised_publishing_interval

Publish Interval, which is returned by OPC UA or OPC COM
server and is used for the communication between the
atvise® server and the data source.

revised_queue_size

Queue Size, which is returned by OPC UA or OPC COM
server and is used for the communication between the
atvise® server and the data source.

revised_sampling_interval

Sampling Interval that is used by OPC UA or OPC COM
server for the access on the actual used data.
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The „Redundancy“ folder includes following nodes:
Nodes name

Description

Folder „alternative1“ until
„alternativex“

These folders are only created for redundant data sources
and include status and configuration nodes of the
alternative data source connections.

connection_counter

Displays how many data source connections incl. options
have been configured.
Displays if a connection to the redundant data source
exists at the moment. Possible values:
•

current_connected

•

true: There is at least one data source connection
active.
false: No data source connection is active.

Describes the data source connection, which is currently
used by the server. Possible values:
•
•
•
•

current_connection_index

current_connection_name

0: source-URL is active
1: option 1 is active
2: option 2 is active
3: option 3 is active

Contains the name of the current data source connection.
Detailed connection status of the current data source
connection. Possible values with existing connection to the
data source:
•
•
•

current_connection_status

Connected
SubscriptionPending
Connected: pending … mirror inputs(s) to connect

Possible values with non-existing connection to the data
source:
•
•
•
current_connection_url

datasource_connected

NotConnected
ConnectionError
LostConnection

Contains the URL of the current data source connection.
Describes if there is a connection to the data source or not.
Possible values:
•
•

true: There is a connection to the data source
false: There is no connection to the data source

This node refers to the current connection status of the
complete data source. Possible values with existing
connection to the data source:
datasource_connection_status
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Possible values with non-existing connection to the data
source:
•
•
•

NotConnected
ConnectionError
LostConnection

For each configured alternative in the data source dialog folders with identifiers "alternative1"
to "alternativex" are created. Following set of nodes is created for each configured
alternative:

Nodes name

Description
Displays the connection status of the source-URL. Possible
values

connected

•
•

true
false

Detailed connection status of the Quell-URL. Possible values
with existing connection to the data source:
•
•
•
connection_status

Connected
SubscriptionPending
Connected: pending … mirror inputs(s) to connect

Possible values with non-existing connection to the data
source:
:
•
•
•

NotConnected
ConnectionError
LostConnection

namespace_array

Includes information about the used name space for the data
source connection.

revised_publishing_interval

Publish Interval, which is returned by OPC UA or OPC COM
server and is used for the communication between the
atvise® server and the data source.

revised_queue_size

Queue Size, which is returned by OPC UA or OPC COM
server and is used for the communication between the
atvise® server and the data source.

revised_sampling_interval

Sampling Interval that is used by OPC UA or OPC COM
server for the access on the actual used data.
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12.2.2 Subfolder „INFORMATION“
Subfolder „INFORMATION“ includes the following nodes:
Nodes name

Description

Folder „DIAGNOSTICS“

Reserved for future diagnostic information.

Folder „GENERAL“

Includes mirrored
GENERAL“

Folder „LOGS“

Nodes for the display of the last log message:
•
•
•
•

user

specific

nodes

„Information



Critical: last log message of Loglevels „Critical“
Error: last log message of Loglevels „Error“
Fatal: last log message of Loglevels „Fatal“
Warning: last log message of Loglevels „Warning“

12.2.3 Subfolder „OPCUA“
Subfolder „OPCUA“ includes following nodes:
Nodes name

Description

server_url

Describes URL of the atvise® server.

12.2.4 Subfolder „WEBACCESS“
Subfolder „WEBACCESS” includes following nodes:
Nodes name

Description

Folder „http1“

Status node of the web server delivered per default, which uses the
protocol http.

Folder „https1“

Status node of the web server delivered per default, which uses the
protocol http.

The folder „http1“ and „https1“ includes following nodes:
Nodes name

Description

port

Describes the port used by the web server.

state

Describes the status of the web server. Possible values:
•
•
•
•

Datum: 15.03.2018

0: Web server is running
1: Web server could not open the configured port
2: There is a configuration error
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13 Methods
Following redundancy options are available:
•
•
•
•

Replicate
SetPreferred
SetSplitmode
SetVitalityUserDefined

The OPC UA methods can be called in two ways:
•
•

On the client side with help of the provided webMI method scripts
On the server side with help of the provided server scripts

13.1 Replicate
Using the method, a replication between the servers can be enforced. The key „type“ is
submitted as a parameter. The use of the method differs on whether it is called by webMI
method script or via server script.
13.1.1 Call by webMI method script
webMI.data.call("RedundancyReplicate", {type:<value>}, function (e) {});
For „type“ following values can be forwarded:
Transferred values for type

Effect

„abort“

If a replication is currently ongoing (nodes.db or history), it
will be canceled

„full“

Replication nodes.db + history

„history“

Replication history

If „type“ is not submitted at the call of the function, the value of „history“ will be taken over for
„type“. In all other cases, the function call is ignored and an error string will be returned.
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13.1.2 Call by server script
call("Redundancy.Replicate",{type:<value>}, function (e) {});
For „type“ the following values can be passed:
Transferred values for type

Effect

1

If a replication is currently ongoing (nodes.db or history), it
will be canceled

2

Replication nodes.db + history

3

Replication history

If „type“ is not submitted at the call of the function, the value of „history“ will be taken over for
„type“. In all other cases, the function call is ignored and an error string will be returned.

13.2 SetPreferred
With this method, the preferred position can be set. As parameter the key “preferred” will be
passed. The following values for “preferred” are allowed:
Transferred values for
preferred

Effect

„Primary“

preferred = Primary

„Secondary“

preferred = Secondary

„“

Switch between preferred = „Primary“/“Secondary“

If „preferred“ is not submitted at the call of the function, then the value " " will be set for
"preferred". In all other cases, the function call is ignored and an error string will be returned.
13.2.1 Call by webMI method script
webMI.data.call("RedundancySetPreferred", {preferred:<value> }, function (e) {});
13.2.2 Call by server script
call("Redundancy.SetPreferred", {preferred:<value>}, function (e) {});
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13.3 Set split mode
With this method, the split mode can be initiated. As parameter the key “mode” will be
forwarded. The following values for “type” are allowed:
Transferred values for mode

Effect

0

Switching between split mode on/off

1

Split mode off

2

Split mode on

If „mode“ is not submitted at the call of the function, then the value will be 0 for "mode". In all
other cases, the function call is ignored and an error string will be returned.
13.3.1 Call by webMI method script
webMI.data.call("RedundancySetSplitmode", {mode:<value>}, function (e) {});
13.3.2 Call by server script
call("Redundancy.SetSplitmode",{mode:<value>}, function (e) {});

13.4 SetVitalityUserDefined
Using this method, the user defined vitality status can be set. As parameter the key “value”
will be forwarded. With “value” only integers >=0 may be submitted. In all other cases, the
function call is ignored and an error string will be returned.
13.4.1 Call by webMI method script
webMI.data.call("RedundancySetVitalityUserDefined", {value:<value>}, function (e) {});
13.4.2 Call by server script
call("Redundancy.SetVitalityUserDefined", {value:<value>}, function (e) {});
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14 Serverstatechange event
Using the serverstatechange event, all connection status on the client side and the current
operating stats can be queried.

14.1 Event triggering
The event is triggered in the following cases:
•

•

•

Changing of the connection stats of a client side connection
o Losing the connection
o Restore the connection
Changing of the connection stats of a server sided connection
o Losing the connection
o Restore the connection
Change of the server status
o Switch-over
o Fail-over
o Changing redundant mode → split mode and reverse

14.2 Integration into a client side script
If you want to use the serverstatechange event, you will have to integrate the event into the
code as follows:
webMI.addEvent(webMI.data, 'serverstatechange', function(e) {
// Code
});
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14.3 Events content
Example of an e-Object:
active: Object
connection-status:
"primary1.certec.me:80": true/false
"primary2.certec.me:80": true/false
currentHostName: "primary1.certec.me:80"
hostNames: Array[2]
0: "primary1.certec.me:80"
1: "primary2.certec.me:80"
length: 2
online: true
role: "Primary"
passive: Object
connection-status:
"secondary1.certec.me:80": true/false
"secondary2.certec.me:80": true/false
currentHostName: "secondary1.certec.me:80"
hostNames: Array[2]
0: "secondary1.certec.me:80"
1: "secondary2.certec.me:80"
length: 2
online: true
role: "Secondary"
status: "Active"
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15 Command line
If a redundant atvise® project is started in the command line, some commands and
parameters will be available, which support the changing of the launch behavior and the
operating states of the server.

15.1 Start parameters
If you want to start a redundant atvise® project in the command line, you can define the
following additional parameters of the default parameters:
•
•

/preferred
/split

Attention: These startup parameters always have priority over the parametrized values
in the nodes.db.

15.1.1 Define the preference state with „/preferred“
With this parameter the preferred server can be specified at the start of the server. Only the
values "primary" or "secondary" for the parameter "preferred" can be specified, otherwise the
atvise® server will not start and an error message will be displayed.
Syntax:
atserver.exe /preferred=primary|secondary

15.1.2 Define the operation mode with „/split“
With this parameter the preferred mode can be specified at the start of the server. Only the
values „on“ or „off“ for the parameter "split" shall be forwarded, otherwise the atvise® server
will not start and an error message will be displayed.
Syntax:
atserver.exe /split=on|off
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15.2 Commands during operation
If a redundant atvise® server was started in the command line, you will be able to use the
following commands additional to the standard commands.
•
•
•
•
•

redu status
redu prefer
redu split
redu replicate
redu vitality value

15.2.1 Status overview „redu status“
With the command "redu status" the current operating status of the redundant system can be
displayed. Thereby operating states, connection states and the current vitality status of the
atvise® servers will be displayed.

15.2.2 Change preferred state with „redu prefer“
With the command "redu prefer", the preferred position can be changed. The following values
can be entered for the command:
Value
primary
secondary
switch

Effect
Preferred server = Primary
Preferred server = Secondary
Switch between primary and secondary as preferred server.

Syntax:
redu prefer primary|secondary|switch
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15.2.3 Mode change using „redu split“
With the command "redu split" you can switch between redundant mode and split mode. The
following values can be specified for the order:
Value

Effect

on

Operating mode = split mode

off

Operating mode = redundant mode

switch

Switch between redundant mode and split mode as operating mode

Syntax:
redu split on|off|switch
15.2.4 Calibration force using „redu replicate“
Using the command „redu replicate“, a replication can be forced between the server. Thereby
the argument „full“ decides which replication is carried out:
•
•

full is used: replication nodes.db + history
full isn’t used: only replication of the history

Syntax:
redu replicate [full]
If instead of the argument „full“ the argument „abort“ is submitted, a currently running
replication can be canceled between the server (history or nodes.db).
Syntax:
redu replicate [abort]
15.2.5 Set user defined vitality status using „redu vitality value“
With using the command „redu vitality value“ the user defined vitality status of the respective
server will be set, on which the command is performed. An integer >=0 has always to be
submitted.
Syntax:
redu vitality <value>
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16 Quickstart Guide
16.1 System requirements
Typical system requirements for a redundancy project (depending on the size of your project)
are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hard disk: up to 250GB (depending on project size / archiving)
Main memory: ab 4GB (depending on project size)
Resolution: up to 1920x1080 pixel (only relevant for the engineering and
visualization)
CPU: minimum 4 (virtual) cores
Network cards: minimum of 3 units Gigabit
Operation systems:
o Windows 7 (32-Bit and 64-Bit),
o Windows 8 (32-Bit and 64-Bit),
o Windows 10 (32-Bit and 64-Bit),
o Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-Bit)

The tested web browsers are listed on http://www.atvise.com under "System Requirements".

16.2. Hardware configuration
Before you start the configuration of any atvise® redundancy, a hardware configuration of at
least the following criteria must be available:
•
•

•
•

Both servers have a corresponding atvise® redundancy license.
Both servers have at least 3 network cards, which can be used for atvise®
redundancy. Two connections are used as sync connection between the two servers
and one is used for the communication on the client-side. These connections must be
configured according to the overall conditions.
The time of the used server must be synchronized. Different protocols such as NTP
can be used therefor.
Example for a possible hardware configuration:
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Web client
Win 7

192.168.52.*
(Switch „Visu“)

*.52.1

*.52.2
10.0.10.1 Sync1 10.0.10.2

primary server
atvise® v3.0
Win 10

10.0.20.1 Sync2 10.0.20.2

Secondary server
atvise® v3.0
Win 10
*.51.2

*.51.1

192.168.51.*
(Switch
„Datasource“)
*.51.3

Datasource
NTP Server
Win 7
•

Further information about the hardware configuration, please see chapters 6.1-6.3 as
well as in the appendix A.
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16.3. Project basic configuration
•

•

Please open the file atserver.ini of your desired project or create a blank project and
open its atserver.ini file. If no atserver.ini file exists in the project, such a file can used
from another project or can be created by your own.
Insert the following lines to the atserver.ini file:

[opcua]
;OPC UA-Port of the atvise® server.
;Default: 4840
; In the redundant mode another port has to be chosen, as described below in primary and
secondary
port=4844
[webaccess]
;Specifices the HTTP-Port of the atvise® web server “http1”. With value „0“ this web server is
deactivated.
;Default: 80
;In redundant mode the same port has to be chosen, as described below in primary_visu and
secondary_visu
httpport=84
;Begin of redundancy configuration
[redu]
;server role. Possible values: primary, secondary
role=Primary
;IP addresses and ports divided by commas where the primary server is reachable for the
secondary server.;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
; Instead of IP addresses and host names can be used.
primary=10.0.10.1:4844,10.0.20.1:4845
;IP addresses and ports divided by commas where the secondary server is reachable for the
primary server.;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
; Instead of IP addresses and host names can be used.
secondary=10.0.10.2:4844,10.0.20.2:4845
;URL(s) where the primary server is reachable for the visu.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>],[ <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
;At least one IP-address has to be indicated. If a host name is specified, additional an IP-address
:will have to be specified - port numbers are optional.,
;a second connection can be specified by comma separately.
primary_visu=192.168.52.1:84
;URL(s) where the secondary server is reachable for the visu.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>][, <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
;At least one IP-address has to be indicated. If a host name is specified, additional an IP-address
:will have to be specified - port numbers are optional.,
;a second connection can be specified by comma separately.
secondary_visu=192.168.52.2:84
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•

•

Please configure the file atserver.ini on both server the same way with the exception
of the entry “role”. In this entry, one of the servers has to have the value “Primary”
and the other server has to have the value “Secondary. This is essential for the
function of the atvise® redundancy.
Further information about the configuration of the file server.ini, please see chapter
6.4 and in appendix A.

16.4 Starting the servers
•
•
•

Set up the project directory with properly configured atserver.ini file on both server.
Please start one of the server first.
Then, please start the other server.

16.5 Check configuration
•
•
•

Open the atvise® builder on both server.
If the project is configured correctly, the folder "redundancy" should be created in the
project tree under „my server“.
The folder structure should be setup as follows:
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•
•
•

None of these applied nodes may have the status „Bad Server Not Connected“.
If this is the case, you should check the hardware configuration and the configuration
of the file atserver.ini.
Further information about the created nodes please see in chapter 12.

16.6 Configuration vitality state table
The vital status table can be configured under "server" → "my server" → "redundancy" →
"CONFIG" by double-clicking on the node "vitality_table" if necessary. Then enter the desired
configuration. Further Information about configuration the vitality state table please see
chapter 6.9.

16.7 Configuration startHTML-Datei
•

If you want to use the startHTML file, open the file with a text editor of your choice
and look for the following section of code:

var serverlist = [
'http://192.168.192.58.1',
'http://192.168.192.59.1',
'http://192.168.192.58.2',
'http://192.168.192.59.2',
];

•
•
•

Please add the configured visu endpoints of the hardware configuration in the array
„serverlist“. This should usually be two or four addresses.
Copy the startHTML file to the client, which shall the display the visualization.
Further information about startHTML please see chapter 7.2.

16.8 Displaying the visualization
•
•
•

Enter the URL of a visu endpoint or open the startHTML file at your current client. If
everything is configured correctly, the visualization will start.
If this is not the case, please check your hardware configuration, the configuration of
atserver.ini file or the configuration of the startHTML file, if in use.
Further information about entering the visualization please see chapter 7.
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16.9 Functionality test of the atvise® server
•

•

Please perform the following to ensure that your redundant configuration is
functioning correct:
▪ Switch-over
▪ Changing between the operation modes
▪ Changing the preferred position in split mode
▪ Checking the connection states on the client side
This can be done with the support of the redundancy status display. Further
information about redundancy status display please see chapter 10.
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Appendix A

Start up scenarios

A.1 Scenarios of the behavior of the servers in split mode
A.1.1

Scenarios at not existing connection

Primary server connection to a secondary server fails
The primary server is waiting for a request from a secondary server. If no response the
primary server will start depending of its preferred position with status „Sop“ or „Snop“.
Secondary server connection to a primary server fails
The secondary server is trying to reach the primary server. If no response the secondary
server will start depending of its preferred position with status „Sop“ or „Snop“.

A.1.2

Behavior at existing connection

At existing connection between primary- and secondary-Server the primary server
determines the preferred position. Depending on defined preferred position the server will
start with the “status couple „Sop“ und „Snop“ without the replication of the project.

A.2 Scenarios of the behavior of the server in redundant mode
A.2.1

Scenarios without existing connection

Primary server connection to a secondary server fails
The primary server is waiting for a request from a secondary server. If no response then the
primary server will get the status „active“ and starts. This case also occurs, if two primary
servers are configured.
Secondary server connection to a primary server fails
The secondary server is trying to reach the primary server. If no response, then the
secondary server will get the status „active“ and starts. This case also occurs, if two
secondary servers are configured.
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A.2.2

Scenarios with existing connection

Primary- and secondary Server are booting at the same time
Since the resolution of the starting time is 1 second, it may happen that both servers start
simultaneously. In this case it depends on the preferred position of the server which server is
being replicated. The configuration of the primary server is then used and the configuration of
the secondary server is discarded. The server with the preferred position gets the status
“active” and the other server receives the status “passive”. The active server is being
replicated on the “passive” server. After booting the system, it will be decided on the bases of
the vitality status, whether a fail-over will be performed.

Primary and Secondary are not booting at the same time so that a connection is
established before one of the two servers reads its process image
This scenario occurs if the servers are starting nearly at the same time (for example,
difference = 1s). The configuration of the primary server is then used and the configuration of
the secondary server is discarded. The first started server will be “active”. The other server
will be “passive” and will do a replication from the active server. After booting the system, it
will be decided on the bases of the preferred position and the vitality status, whether a failover or a switch over will be performed.

Primary was booted before secondary, connection is made during booting
The configuration of the primary server is then used and the configuration of the secondary
server is discarded. Then the secondary server will perform a replication from the primary
server. After booting the system, it will be decided on the bases of the preferred position and
the vitality status, whether a fail-over or a switch over will be performed.

Secondary was booted before primary, connection is made during booting
The configuration of the primary server is entered then and the configuration of the
secondary server is discarded. After this the primary server will perform a replication from the
secondary server. After booting the system, it will be decided on the bases from the preferred
position and the vitality status, whether a fail-over or a switch over will be performed.
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A.2.3

More scenarios

Primary and secondary are booting at the same time, but the connection is
reconnected after the boot of both servers
The configuration of the primary server is then used and the configuration of the secondary
server is discarded. The server with the preferred position remains active while the other
server receives the status “passive” and replicates itself from the active server. After booting
the system, it will be decided on the bases on the vitality status, whether a fail-over will be
performed.

Primary and secondary are not booting at the same time. The connection is
established after the booting of both servers
The configuration of the primary server is then used and the configuration of the secondary
server is discarded. The server that started first remains active, the other server is passive
and replicates itself from the active server. After booting the system, it will be decided on the
bases of the preferred position and the vitality status, whether a fail-over or a switch over will
be performed.

Primary and Secondary have been connected. The connection is being lost and it is
being reconnected, while both servers have been running
The configuration of the primary server is then used and the configuration of the secondary
server is discarded. The server with the preferred position remains active, while the other
server gets the status “passive” and replicates itself from the active server. After booting the
system, it will be decided on the bases on the vitality status, whether a fail-over will be
performed.

Primary and Secondary have been connected. The connection is being lost. Inbetween
there were one or more reboots of one or both server. Then the connection is the
connection re-established.
The configuration of the primary server is then used and the configuration of the secondary
server is discarded. The server that started first remains active, the other server is passive
and replicates itself from the active server. After booting the system, it will be decided on the
bases of the preferred position and the vitality status, whether a fail-over or a switch over will
be performed
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A.3 Flowchart: Startup from a primary server view
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A.4 Flowchart: Start-up from a secondary server view
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A.5 Flowchart: replication
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Appendix B

Examples of hardware set

B.1 Example of a simple redundant structure
B.1.1

Hardware setup

web client
Win 7

192.168.52.*
(switch „visu“)

*.52.1

*.52.2
10.0.10.1 Sync1 10.0.10.2

primary server
atvise® v3.0
Win 10

10.0.20.1 Sync2 10.0.20.2

secondary server
atvise® v3.0
Win 10
*.51.2

*.51.1

192.168.51.*
(switch
„datasource“)
*.51.3

Data source
NTP server
Win 7
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B.1.2

atserver.ini file – declaration of IP addressees

[opcua]
;OPC UA-Port for atvise® server.
;Default: 4840
;In redundancy mode there is a different port to choose, as described below in primary and secondary.
port=4844
[webaccess]
;Specifies the HTTP-Port of the atvise® web server “http1”. With „0“ this web server is deactivated.
;Default: 80
;In redundant mode there is the same port to choose, as described below in primary_visu and
secondary_visu.
httpport=84
;Beginning of the redundancy configuration
[redu]
;role of the server. Possible values: primary, secondary
role=Primary
IP addresses and ports divided by comma under which the primary server can reach the secondary
server.
;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses host names can be used.
primary=10.0.10.1:4844,10.0.20.1:4845
;IP addresses and ports divided by commas under which the secondary server can reach the primary
server.
;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses host names can be used.
secondary=10.0.10.2:4844,10.0.20.2:4845
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the primary server.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>],[ <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma.
primary_visu=192.168.52.1:84
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the secondary server.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>][, <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
;at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma.
secondary_visu=192.168.52.2:84
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B.1.3

atserver.ini file – declaration of IP addresses and host names

[opcua]
;OPC UA-Port for the atvise® server.
;Default: 4840
;In redundancy mode there is a different port to choose, as described below in primary and
secondary.
port=4844
[webaccess]
;Specifies the HTTP-Port of the atvise® web server “http1”. With „0“ this web server is deactivated.
;Default: 80
;In redundant mode there is the same port to choose, as described below in primary_visu and
secondary_visu.
httpport=84
;Beginning of the redundancy configuration
[redu]
;role of the server. Possible values: primary, secondary
role=Primary
;IP addresses and ports with
IP addresses and ports divided by comma under which the primary server can reach the secondary
server.
;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses host names can be used.
primary=primary_sync1:4844,primary_sync2:4845
IP addresses and ports divided by comma under which the secondary server can reach the primary
server.
;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses host names can be used.
secondary=secondary_sync1:4844,secondary_sync2:4845
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the primary server.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>],[ <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma.
primary_visu=primary1.certec.at:84@192.168.52.1:84
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the secondary server.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>][, <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
;at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma.
secondary_visu=secondary1.certec.at:84@192.168.52.2:84
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B.2 Example for a redundancy full expansion
B.2.1

Hardware

192.168.59.*
(switch
„visu2/sync2“)

*.59.3

*.59.4

client01
(Visu)

client02
(Visu)
*.58.3

*.58.4

Win 7

Win 7

192.168.58.*
(switch „visu1“)
*.58.1

*.58.2
10.0.0.1 Sync1 10.0.0.2

server01
(primary)

server02
(secondary)
*.57.1

192.168.57.*

*.57.2

(switch „DS2“)

*.59.1 atvise® v3.0

atvise® v3.0

Win 10

Win 10

*.56.1

*.56.2

PLC-1
(DS)
OPC
UA

PLC-2
(DS)

192.168.56.*
(switch „DS1“)

*.56.8

*.56.9

*.56.5
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B.2.2

atserver.ini file – specification IP addresses

[opcua]
;OPC UA-Port for the atvise® server.
;Default: 4840
;In redundancy mode there is another port to choose, as described below in primary and secondary.
port=4843
[webaccess]
;Specifies the HTTP-Port of the atvise® web server “http1”. With „0“ this web server is deactivated.
;Default: 80
;In redundant mode there is the same port to choose, as described below in primary_visu and
secondary_visu.
httpport=84
;Beginning of the redundancy configuration
[redu]
;the role of the server. Possible values: primary, secondary
role=Primary
IP addresses and ports divided by comma under which the primary server can reach the secondary
server.
;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses host names can be used.
primary=10.0.0.1:4844,192.168.59.1:4845
IP addresses and ports divided by comma under which the secondary server can reach the primary
server.
;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses host names can be used.
secondary=10.0.0.2:4844,192.168.59.2:4845
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the primary server.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>],[ <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma.
primary_visu=192.168.58.1:84, 192.168.59.1:84
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the secondary server.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>][, <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
;at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma.
secondary_visu=192.168.58.2:84, 192.168.59.2:84
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B.2.3

atserver.ini file – specification IP addresses and host names

[opcua]
;OPC UA-Port for the atvise® server.
;Default: 4840
;In redundancy mode there is different port to choose, as described below in primary and secondary.
port=4843
[webaccess]
;Specifies the HTTP-Port of the atvise® web server “http1”. With „0“ this web server is deactivated.
;Default: 80
;In redundant mode there is the same port to choose, as described below in primary_visu and
secondary_visu.
httpport=84
;Beginning of the redundancy configuration
[redu]
;role of the server. Possible values: primary, secondary
role=Primary
IP addresses and ports divided by comma under which the primary server can reach the secondary
server.
;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses host names can be used.
primary=primary_sync1:4844,primary_sync2:4845
IP addresses and ports divided by comma under which the secondary server can reach the primary
server.
;Possible values: IP address:port number, IP address:port number
;instead of IP addresses host names can be used.
secondary=secondary_sync1:4844,secondary_sync2:4845
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the primary server.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>],[ <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma.
primary_visu=primary1.certec.at:84@192.168.58.1:84,
primary2.certec.at:84@192.168.59.1:84
;URL(s) which the visu needs in order to reach the secondary server.
;Possible values: [<hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>][, <hostname>[:<port>]@]<ip>[:<port>]
;at least one IP address shall be specified. When specifying a host
;name, then this must be a supplement to the IP address - port numbers are optional.
;in addition a second connection can be specified separated by a comma.
secondary_visu=secondary1.certec.at:84@192.168.58.2:84,
secondary2.certec.at:84@192.168.59.2:84
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